System Overview

The Two Assemblies

The Arris system is comprised of two
unique assemblies, each designed to
provide maximum cost effectiveness and
design flexibility for specific types of
signs. With both assemblies combined
into one comprehensive, uniform
system, Arris provides ideal solutions for
all interior signage needs, from
personnel signs and room identification
to directories, ceiling signs and kiosks.
Modularity Meets Imagination!
Curved-face sign products have
saturated the market for years as
essentially the only viable solution for
displaying a wide range of sign materials,
notably digitally printed graphics. Arris
provides a well-designed, low-profile
alternative that does everything a curved
product does and more! Able to
accommodate a wide range of sign
display materials, Arris is
designer-friendly yet offers all the
functional benefits of a true modular
product.

Accents

Standard Assembly

Large Assembly

For signs up to 11" wide

For signs greater than 11" wide
7/16"

11/16"
Fully concealed
mounting holes
for screws
1-3/16"
Frame

3/4"
Frame

Pull flexible lens
directly outward
with Sucton Cup Tool
for lens removal

Lift rigid lens upward then
pull outward from bottom
with Sucton Cup Tool
for lens removal

Add 1-5/16" to insert width
for outside frame width.

Add 3/16" to insert width
for outside frame width.

Add 1/8" to insert height
for outside frame height.

Add 2-1/4" to insert height
for outside frame height.

How It Works:

Shape up your next project with Arris
Accents, the easiest and most
cost-effective way to incorporate
decorative backers into your signage
design.
Offered in a range of shapes and sizes
with virtually limitless possibilites,
Accents provide a unique touch for
your sign system to coordinate with a
facility's interior or corporate brand.
Note: Accents is not compatible with M-Series.

.040" Aluminum Connector with
Pre-Applied Adhesive Attaches Securely to
the Back Side of a Standard Arris Frame.
Compatible Arris Frame Widths:
(4", 6", 8.5" & 11")

1/8" Thick Acrylic or Wood Laminate
Accent Shape Attaches to the
Alumimum Connector, Flush with the
Top (and / or Bottom) of the Arris Frame.
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The Finished Arris Accents
Assembly Represents the Easiest
and Most Cost-Effective Way to
Incorporate Decorative Shapes
into Your Signage Design

